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INTRODUCTION 
An electron multiplier is a device by which 
an input electron current can be multiplied greatly 
at its output. The ratio of the electron current at 
the output to that at the input is called the gain of 
the multiplie.r •.. An electrpn multiplier usually. has. 
a nU8ber of electrodes, known as dynodes. The surfaces 
of the dynodes are coated with a material having a 
.. 
high secondary emission coefficient. When primary 
electrons hit the ·first dynode with sufficient energy 
(e.g. 100 electron-volts or more), secondary electrons, 
whose number may exceed the number of the primaries, 
are emitted. .These electrons, in turn, are accelerated 
to the second dynode by the yoltage a~~lied between 
the first and second dynodes, vlhere they again release 
seconda~ies. If this is continued, the number of 
secondary electrons at 
. 
the output of the last dynode 
can be much greater than the input to the first dynode. 
An application of the electron multiplier in a 
cathode ray tube is to improve its performance at high 
sweeping speed•. Vlith inc:reasing ~lVleeping speed in a 
CRT, the trace on the screenbrcomes weaker, because 
2 
of the decrease in the electron density on the screen. 
A multi-channel electron multiplier in front of the 
screen can increase the electron current density greatly, 
and hence the brightness of the trace. Such a multi­
plier consists of a great number of small single chan­
nel multipliers as mentioned above. All of the 
first electrodes of the small multipliers form a 
honeycomb-like mesh structure in a planar first stage 
of the multiplier. Similarly, the second ~tage consists 
of all of the second dynodes, and so on. Usually there 
are four to ten stages in such a multi-channel beam 
current multiplier. 
In this paper, a multiplier with a conical hole 
type structure is described. Figure 1{a) shows the 
structure of a single channel multiplier. The larger 
side of the hole faces the incoming electrons. The 
inner walls of the holes are coated with a material 
having a high coefficient of secondary emission. 
Figure t{b) shows a part of the honeycomb structure 
and Figure l(c) the cross section SS of the structure 
shown in l(b). The spacing is defined as the distance 
from the bottom of a stage to the top of the next stage. 
3 
s 
s 
(a) 	Structure of single (b) Honeycomb 
. channel multiplier. structure • 
." ..... A.· ··D ....
.../~ ~- ~.. 	 ... .. LI 
(c) Cross section of the honeycomb structure. 
~~gure 1. Structure of the multiplier 
4 
l'he ~:1ain purposes of this pa.per are: (1) to seek 
a theoretical basis for the multiplier structure, and 
(2) to obtain maxicrum gain by opti8izing the spacing 
between the stages. In order to solve these problems, 
the potential distribution in the field and some elec­
tron trajectories were calculated. It is essential 
for the function of the multiplier that ~ost of the 
secondary electrons emitted from one stage should 
neither miss the next stage nor hit the original stage, 
but go from each stage to the next one. To obtain max­
imum gain, the. spacing must be so chosen that most of 
the secondary electrons from one stage not only go 
to the next stage but to its active region. The active 
region is the region on the inner wall surface from 
which secondary electrons have a good chance. to reach 
the next stage. 
The trajectory of an electron de?ends on the poten­
tial distribution and on the initial conditions, i.e. 
the point of origin and tbe initial energy and direc­
tion of the electron. These factors which influence 
the trajectories are discussed separately: 
1. THE I.:oTENTIAL DIS':J.lRIBLJTION 
The potential distribution de!:lends on the 
shapes and the ~otentials of the electrodes. 
5 
In the present study, the only shape para­
meter varied was the spacing between stages 
vhile the s~apes of the single stages, shown 
in Figure 2, were not changed. The electrode 
di:nensions and the spacing are given in terms 
of an arbitrary length unit h, since, for 
the calculation of the potential distribution 
and the trajectories, it is not necessary to 
know the absolute lengths. The potential 
distribution has been calculated for three 
different values of the spacing relative to 
the electrode dimensions. 
2. f].lEE paUll' OF ORIGIN 
The probability of a secondary electron 
re~ching th~ next stage depends,strongly on 
the position from which it is emitted. Close 
to the lower edge of the inner wall surface, 
.' .
the electric field pulls the secondaries away 
from the surface and down through the hole. 
Farther away fro]"Yl the edge, the field at the 
surface has the opposite direction, pushing 
most of the slow secondaries back to the 5ur­
face, so that they cannot contribute to the 
gain. Therefore, the active region is a band 
• • 
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Figure ~.Shape and dimensions of the multiplier. 
(Unit of length is arbitrary) 
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of limited width close to the lower edge, 
while the local gain in the remaining surface 
region is negligible. Figure 3 shows qual­
itatively the dependence of local gain on 
the radial coordinate in the hole. ihe > 
equipotential surface which meets the upper 
stage at right angles, separates the two 
regions on the inner wall which have differ­
ent signs of the electric field strength at 
the surface. 
3. >THE INITIAL ENERGY OF THE SECONDARY ELECTRONS 
Electrons with higher initial energies 
have less curved trajectories than electrons 
with lower initial energies. In the active 
region, electrpns with all initial energies 
can leave the surface. In the upper, inactive 
region,> trajectories must have sufficient 
initial evergy to surpass the energy barrier 
of the retarding field. 
4. 'fHE INI'rIAL DIRECTION 
The initial direction of each secondary 
electron can be described by two angles ~ 
and (3 • cL is the angle between the initial 
direction a~d the direction of the axis (Figure 
8 
4(a». ~ is the angle between the projec­
tion of the initial direction on a plane 
perpendicular to the axis and the meridional 
plane, I.E. ~he plane through the point of 
emission and the axis (Figure 4(b». 
t? ,., e)Ivieridional rays (~=O or 1:)0 are plot­
ted in therneridional plane. Since a three­
dimensional (!lskew") trajectory in general 
does not lie in a plane, its geometrical 
properties cannot be completely represented 
in a two-di;"lensional plot. One way of repre­
senting it is to show two or more projec-. 
tions, e.g. on the meridional plane through 
the axis and the point of origin and on the' 
plane through the axis but perpendicular to 
the first one, or on a plane perpendicular 
to the axis. For the present study, it was 
considered sufficient to plot the radial 
coordinate r as a f~nction of the axial 
coordinate z. It should, ho\'/ever, be borne 
in mind that a strong curvature in a r(z) 
-. 
plot does not necessarily mean that the 
trajectory itself is strongly curved. 
The calculation of the field and of the trajec­
tories is much simplified by the periodicity of the 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Figurej,. Local gain of the multiplier stage. 
Straight line Projec:tion of 
through point of emission initial direction 
and parallel to axis on plane perpendicular
to axis . 
Initial 
direction 
meridional 
----­ -­
plane 
(a) Plane· pa.ralle1 to the axis and 
containing initial direction. 
(b) Plane 
perpendicular to 
axis. 
Figure!t. Parameters and describing the 
initial direction of the secondary electrons. 
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structure. The potential at a point in the n-th 
stage is equal to the potential of the equivalent 
point in the m-th stage plus (n-m) times the potential 
difference between two subsequent stages. A trajectory 
of an electron from a point on the surface of the n-th 
stage has the same shape as the trajectory of an 
electron emitted from the m-th stage with eqUivalent 
initial conditions. It is only shifted in the z 
direction by (n-m) times the periodicity length of the 
stages in this direction. Corresponding periodicity 
relations are valid in the sidewise direction so that 
it is sufficient to study the potential distribution 
and the trajectories in one periodicity element. Of 
course, the first and the last stages. are exceptions,'. 
as far as the periodicity relations are concerned. 
T!IE SEC01~DARY :c.;kISSION FROPERTIES OF THE r·WLTIPLIER 
The secondary yield (b) is defined as the ratio of 
the average number of electrons that leave a surface to the 
number of electrons that bO!1J.bard it. 0 depends on (') 
the material of the surface, (2) the energy of the bombarding 
(primary) electrons, and (3) the angle of incidence of the 
primary electrons. 
The secondary electrons have a distribution of 
initial energy. Figure (5) shows qualitatively this dis­
tribution f(e.) where is the fraction of electronsf(e. )dg 
he.ving energies between e and ~ +de • The electrons in the 
sharp peak at the right side of the energy sr-ectrum are the 
reflected primaries which have not lost much energy. So is 
the most probable energy of the primary electrons. The 
electrons corresponding to peak at the left side are the 
so-called true secondary electrons. They are knocked out 
by the high velocity primaries. The distribution has a 
maximum lying in the range of 2 to 5 electron-volts. The 
position of the maximum on the energy axis is indepe!ldent 
of the energy of the primaries, provided their energy is 
large cOl'Jpared Vii th the energy spread of the true sec­
ondaries. 
12 
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Figure 2- Typical energy distribution of secondary 
electrons. TDu t10nt J.1ultiplier and SEecification, 
Second Edition, 1960.) 
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The reflected primaries do not contribute much 
to the function of the electron multiplier because 
they, as a result of their high energy, travel along 
almost straight lines between the stages and are 
hardly bent by the electric field bet\'/een the stages. 
Therefore, our attention will be directed to the true 
secondary electrons. Furthermore, we are most inter­
ested in the electrons emitted normal to the surface, 
because the number of electrons emitted in a direc­
tion making an angle e with the normal is proportion­
al to cos e . 
THE DETErli:lIliATION OF 'rEE PO:.rEl~TIAL DIS'.rRIBUTION 
Since neither the potential distribution nor the 
trajectories can be written in the for~ of simple math­
ematical functions, numerical ~:'lethod must be e!!lployed. 
Liebmann's numerical method (Southwell 1956) of cal­
culating the potential distribution in an electrostatic 
field consists of replacing the derivatives in Laplace's 
equation by finite differences of the potentials at a great 
number of equidistant mesh points in a qUB.dratic nesh sys­
tem stretched over the field. Relations between the poten­
tial at each mesh point and the potential at its neigh­
boring :";lesh points are used to perform su.ccessive iterations 
converging towards a final solution which approximates the 
potential distribution. The choice of mesh size depends 
on the fineness of detail of the pote~tial distribution 
needed. The smaller the size, the more accurate the dis­
tribution. However, smaller mesh size means a greater num­
ber of mesh points, and hence more potential values to be 
determined. This also means that more ti~e is needed for 
the calculation. The number of points is inversely pro­
portional to the square of the mesh size, and the number 
of iterations required increases even faster. To compensate 
for this drawback, a practical :;).ethod is to have a smaller 
mesh size in the regions of strong field variation and a 
.......-----------­
15 
larger one in the regions with a :~i.ore hO::logeneous field. 
One of the three potential distributions calculated 
in this paper (the 33-unit spacing, see A~pendix D) 
was done in this way'with a desk calculator. 
However, if the calculation is to be done by a 
computer, the mixed mesh size arrangement needs more 
programming time than a smaller uniform :nesh system. 
When this is weighed against the actual computer time, 
the smaller uniform mesh system is less costly. The 
other two calculations of the potential distribution 
were done by this method (Appendices B and C). The 
arbitrary length unit ~entioned on page 4 was chosen 
equal to the mesh size in this case. 
The numerical method used is based on Laplace's 
equation in cylindrical coordinates (Becker 1964), 
which in this case of rotational symmetry is; 
it 1. ~ cl"t:p_
art: t r or +azl. - 0 ( 1) 
For the different cases listed below, Liebmann's 
procedure yields the following-finite difference' 
foroulas with mesh size h: 
1. 	 In general, except for the special categories 
follo','ling, 
<p (r,z)<= 1[cjJ (r+ h,z)t ~ (r- h, z l+ <Pi r, z+h)+~ Ir,z-h)] 
(2)t 8~(<p(rth)z)-~(r-h,z)] 
16 

2. 	 On the axis 
cp (O,Z)=t[41' (h,z)+ <P(qz+ h) +4> (0, z-h)] (3) 
3. 	 On the outer boundary with respect to r if the 
equipotent ials are perpendicular to t 1je boundary(~~. 0) 
4. 	 At the boundaries in the z-directi?n, formula (2) 
cannot be applied immediately because no potential 
values are available at mesh points beyond the 
boundaries. If there is a total of n meshes along 
the z-axis in one of the regions as shown in 
Figure l(c), then from Figure 6, the potential at 
z=-h differs from th~t at z=(n-l)h by the constant 
accelerating voltage CPo between the successive 
stages. Thus we have 
1> (r ~ - h) =<p (r) (.., - 1 ) h) - <Po 
Correspondingly, we have 
cp (r, -z.h)=<p (r, (n-2)h)-cP
o 
( 6) 
<p (r, (n+1)h)= cp (r,h)+¢>" 	 ( 7) 
Equations \5) to (7) are used to supply the poten­
tials at the mesh points beyond the boundary.* 
*This method of replacing boundary conditions by 
. a condition of periodicity has not to our knowledge 
been described elsewhere. 
17 
z-axis. 
z=-2h 
z=-h 
z=O 
z=13h 
z=(n-2)h
z=(r.-l)h
z=nh 
z=(n=l)h 
Figure £. 
-- --- ....-- .... - ----- ....-----­
~-~-------------------
-----------------------.­
- ----- ..... - ------ "'\ 
z 
Periodicity of potential along 
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5. 	 When the electrode does not intersect the mesh lines 
in integer mesh pOints, formula (2) cannot be app­
lied at points close to the electrode. The poten­
tials at such points are determined by interpola­
tion. The potential at a point a distance ah 
( 0 < a < 1) from the electrode along the r-axis 
is determined using a three-point 'Lagrange inter- ---­
polation formula (Abramowitz, et al., 1964) 

(Figure 7). 

A-.- 2. AI-/- 20 m _ Q .rh 
 (8)~- (l+a)(Z+a) 'f'c I+a '1", Z+c. 'i'z. 

As a special case, if 4>(' =0, (8) becomes 

n. 20 I'h a /h 
'-f' = 1+ Q '"r, - z+a '1'2­
This is the interpolation formula used in this 
paper, and it can be applied to either the r or 
the z coordinate. In case the potential at a point 
can be found by applying interpolation to either 
the r or the z coordinate, the coordinate corres­
ponding to the smaller "a" value is chosen. 
6. 	 The potentials at points close to a sharp edge of 
the electrode, e.g. the bottom rim in our case, 
should not be calculated by one of the foregoing 
formulas. This is because, at such a sharp edge, 
----------
19 
the field strength becomes infinite while the 
potential remains finite. Assume that 1 is the 
angle (in radians) of the sharp edge and that 
this edge coincides with an integer mesh point 
(r,z), as shown in Figure 8. An analysis from a 
solution of Laplace's equation gives (Lenz 1968) 
f n:./(Z7t-'Y) [I WAz7r-YJ 1
o/(r-h,z)=(z) C/>(r-2.h)z)- 1-(2) )¢rr;zj 
In our case, '"= ~. , W'e have 

7t =2...=0.'
21t-'Y 5 
and 
4> (r-h)z) =(f)o"cp (r-2h,z) +[f -(1) D.'jCP(r.,Z) 
=o.~Sq8 cp(r-2h,Z) +O'3402<f(r; z.) 
•If ~(~z)=o, we have 
q>cr-h)z) = o. G5q8 cP (r- 2h) z) (10) 
Similarly, for the point which is one mesh space 
from the sharp edge along the z-axis, we have 
~ (r, zt h) == O· ~5q8 cf>(r, Z +2. h) (11 r 
The formulas (2) through (11) are used for the 
calculation of the potentials at the integer mesh 
points. Each of them applies to a different type of 
location. 
20 
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Figur~ 2. Interpolation of the potentials. 
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~lg:£ 8. Potentials e.t the neie;hborhood of 
a sharp edge of the electrode • 
........----------­
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A crude guess of the potential distribution is 
used to obtain the next approximation, and so on. This 
iterative procedure is continued until the greatest 
change of any potentia~'value per iteration becomes 
small compared with the desired accuracy. 
The order in which the new potentials in the 
different mesh points are calculated has no effect on 
the result, but each mesh point should be treated in 
each iteration. In this computation, the mesh points 
were scanned radially outward starting from the z-axis. 
An entire sweep over the field fro~ z=n to z=O con­
stitute one iteration. AbJOst any i~itial approxima­
tion satisfying the boundary condition can be used 
because the potentials converge during the calculation. 
However, a good guess reduces the calculation time. 
Starting from a rough approximation, usually between 
two and three hundred iterations were needed to obtain 
an accuracy of the order of 0.01%. 
In this :paper, the initial potentials at the 
integer mesh points in the space from z=O to z=13 were 
assumed to be zero, the ~otential of the electrode. In 
the space from z=13 to z=n, the ~)otential was set equal to 
i.e. a homogenious field was assumed. 
22 
Because of the linearity of Laplace's equation, 
the potentials at the upper and at the lower electrodes 
of a stage may be chosen arbitrarily. For convenience, 
the calculation was performed with a potential value 
of zero for the upper and 10,OOOunita for the lower 
electrode. If the corresponding solution is 4>(r;z}, then 
a solution, where the upper stage_is at V and the lower 
at V+ <Po , is 
v+ c:P. 4> (r, Z ) 
o 10,000 
The potential distribution ~(~z) was calculated 
for the cases n=23, n=32, and n=46 corresponding to 
spacings 10, 19, and 33, respectively. Appendix A 
contains the computer. (IBH 1130) program used for the 
calculation of the potential distribution. Appendices 
B, C, and D are the final converged distributions for 
10-, 19-, and 33-unit spacings, and Figures 9 and 10 
show the equipotential plots for the cases of 10-unit 
(n=23) and 19-unit (n=32) spacings. 
23 
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Figure 12. Equipotentials for 19-unit spacing 
(n=32). 
THE PLOT OF THE TRAJECTORIES 
The equation of motion of non-relativistic 
electrons in an electrostatic field is 
( 12) 
where m and e are the mass and charge of the electron, 
respectively. As our interest is in the geometrical' 
properties of the trajectqries and not the dependence 
of the traje;ctory coordinates on time t~ we may 
eliminate the operator ~t by using 
v;s=~ 
where V is the velocity of the electron and S the 
path length. Substituting into (12), we have 
(13 ) 
In this non-relativistic problem, we have 
V=J~{q, tEl 
w"here eE is the total energy of the electron. 
Substituting into (13), we get 
J2(CPtE)d~ (j2(t:p+E) *)=V4l (r) (14) 
If this vector equation is written in Cartesian com­
ponents, we have 
26 
2J¢+E 1s (~~;)= ~ 
( 15)2J</>+E d~ (J Q>+E *")= ~ 
2J<P+ E js (J <P +E ~ ~ ) = ~~ 
In our cylindrically symmetrical problem, ~ 
does not depend on the azimuth angle 'f . Thus 
a<p '~a<p ~r _ ~~_ X a4> 
ax ~ a~ 13)( - r ar ,JX.2.+i4 ar 
Similarly, 
94> _c3q> C}r _ 1.. ~ __~_ C}q, 
ay -~r ay - r ar - ~X2+J2. ar 
Substituting into (15), we get 
This system of three ordinary non-linear second-order 
differential equations can be transformed into a system 
of six ordinary non-linear first order differential 
equations: 
27 
dx_ 1 1 x ~p; ..4t2.=ds ar --ds 
.J4>+E. 2j <\>+ E JX2+jl 

d9._ 1 Y
&= 1 q ; -- ~ ( 16) ds J~+E ds 2,j<P TE ,JXl+:J 1. ar 
dz _ 1 dlA_ 1 04>
---' U. ; --"'" ds J~+E ds 2J$+E oz. 
From here, the trajectories were computed by a 
Fortran computer program using the Runge-Kutta 
procedure (Lenz 1970). In this program, the initial 
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z, the total energy, 
and the tViO pararnetersol and ~ (Figure 4) 
defining the initial direction are input. The step 
width along the trajectory is also input. It can 
be changed during a trajectory run. The potential 
distributions were supplied by the computer program 
described in Appendix A. 
The printout of the result of the calculation 
of the trajectories from the computer contains a set 
of four coordinates, x, y, z, and r. The meridional 
trajectories for which y=o are plotted in the xz-plane. 
The skew trajectories are plotted in cylindrical 
coordinates rand z. Figures 11 to 19 show some 
trajectories for spacings of 10, 19, and 33 mesh units, 
Figure 11 shows the meridional trajectories in 
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a model with a spacing between stages of 19 mesh units. 
The secondary electrons were ass~med to have ini­
tial energies of 3% of the accelerating voltage 
and initial directions normal to the surface. This 
plot shows the effect of the emitting position on the 
trajectories. The closer the emitting point to the 
edge, the farther from the edge of the next stage is 
the landing point of the trajectory_ Trajectory 4 
misses the next stage and trajectory 5 returns back 
to the original stage. 
Figure 12 and 13 show trajectories with 
different initial energies, initially normal to the 
surface. In the 33-unit spacing ~odel, Figure 13, 
the trajectories with 4% and 5% initial energies 
went to the opposite wall of the original stage. 
Only electrons with energies less than somewhere 
between 3% and 4% could go to the next stage. 
However, in Figure 12, a plot of the 10-unit spacing 
model, electrons with initial energies up to much 
more than 4% go to the next stage. It appears that 
only electrons with very high initial energies 
would be stopped by the original stage, but their 
number can be assumed to be very small. Trajectories 
for the 19-unit spacing :node1 are shown in Figure 14. 
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Trajectories 1 and 3 which are initially normal to 
the surface can be compared with the trajectories of 
the 10-unit spacing model. They land in a less sen­
sitive region farther from the edge of the next stage. 
Thus, as far as the secondary electron gain is concerned, 
the lO-unit spacing model is the best among the three. 
The trajectories 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 14 are 
neridionals in the 19-unit spacing model with the same 
initial energy of 3%, but vdth different values of 
the angle cJ... T!le trajectories with different d. values 
cross each otner, forming an envelope. An envelope 
is also formed by trajectories 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 
15, nhich are emitted from a different point (ro=8). 
Figure 16 shows some trajectories for the lO-unit 
spacing model. The trajectories 1 and 2 are meridionals 
emi t ted from point r 0 =7, v;hile 3 and 4 are from the 
point r =8. Again, trajectories emitted at the 
o 
same point vlith the same energy but different c(, 
values form an envelope. 
Figures 17 and 18 show some skew trajectories 
in the coordinates rand z. Figure 17 is for lO-unit 
spacing, and Figure 18 is for 19-unit spacing. As r 
equals Jx~+y~, it has always positive sign though x 
and/or y may change sign. The curves in these graphs 
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show radial distances from the axis. Figure 19 is 
a projection of the three trajectories of Figure 18 
on the xy-plane. 
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Figure 1 L Heridional trajectory 
plots for the 19-unit spacing 
::10del for different initial 
positions. 
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ro E d.. {3 
1 7 1% 1200 1800 
2 7 Cfo 1200 1800 
3 7 3% 1200 1800 
4 7 4% 1200 1800 
Figure .J1.. Meridional trajectory 
plots for the 10-unit spacing 
model for different initial 
positions. 
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ro E ct. \3 
1 7 1% 120
0 1800 
2 7 3% 1100 1800 
3 7 3% 1200 180
0 
4 7 3% 1300 180
0 
Figure 14. Neridional trajectory plots
for""""the 19-unit spacing model for 
different initial energies and direc­
tions. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
ro E d. {3 
8 1% 1200 1800 
8 3% 1200 1800 
8 ?flo 1100 1800 
8 3% 1300 1800 
Ii;ienU:e .1.2. Heridional trajectory plots
for the 19-unit spacing model for 
different initial energies and 
directions. 
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ro E d.. \3 
1 7 3";6 1100 1800 
2 ? 3% 1300 1800 
3 8 3% 110
0 1800 
4 8 3% 130
0 1800 
Figure 16. Meridional trajectory plots
• 	 for'"tb.e 10-unit spacing model for 
different initial positions and 
directions. 
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ro E d. (3 
1 7 3% 1200 2100 
2 7 3% 1500 2000 
3 8 3% 1200 2100 
4 8 3% 1500 1900 
5 8 3% 1500 2000 
Fi~ 12. Skew trajectory plots 
for the 10-unit spacing model 
for different initial posit­
ions and directions. 
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E d. 
7 3% 
7 3% 
7 3% 
1 
2 
3 
tigure Ui. Skew trajectory plots for 
the 19-unit spacing model for 
different initial directions. 
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3 
r E 
7 3% 1200 1500 
7 3% 1500 2000 
7 3% 1500 1900 
Figure 1.9.. Skew trajectories projected 
onto the XY-plane. 
COi'iCLUSION 
The electron gain of a conical hole type multiplier 
structure was studied by computing the potential distri­
bution and some electron trajectories. The only parameter, 
the influence of which was studied, was the spacing between 
two successive stages. It was found that the s~allest 
spacing studied of approximately 77% of the electrode 
thickness has two important advantages compared to larger 
spacings: firstly, the active region where the field 
strength on the surface pulls the electrons into the vacuum 
instead of pushing them back to the electrode is wider than 
in the case of larger spacing; secondly, the pulling field 
is strong enough to collect electrons with initial energies 
of more than 5% of the accelerating voltage, while for 
larger spacings a smaller fraction of the energy distri­
bution is collected onto the next stage. It is concluded 
that the conical hole type multiplier structure is feasible 
with sufficient gain if the spacing is chosen sufficiently 
small. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM (IBM 1130) FOR POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONII JOB 

1/ DUP 

i~STOREDATA . WS .UA.SHENF ..... 2 

II JOB 

II DU? 

oil-DELETE SHEN 

II FOR 

*ONE WORD INTEGERS 

*JOCS(PLOTTER) 

*10CS(CARO) 

*IOCS(DI5KI 

*IOC5(TVPEWRITER) 

*10C5(1132 PRINTER} 

DIMENSION M2(17,36} 
.______.COMMON M~ 17t~6) ;1'41'4(250.2) .ICON(40) .CONTB(40.2L. 
DEFINE FILE 1(37.17,U.IBMl 
READ(29507) IW,I!"LSTR 
5C 7 	 FORr"1A T ( 312 ) 

!Hl=IH-1 

IH2=IH-2 

__. 	 __ .·w R IT E (l ,506 ) 
506 	FORMAT('SW. 4 DOWN CONTINUATION RUN.UP FOR INITIAL RUN'II) 

PAUSE 

CALL DAiSW(4.INT) 

GO TO (57,40).INT 
40 READCl' U I TR 
._. __..___D.Q.AL.L=l.' IH1.___ 
K=I+l 
..r:­
N 
4l 	READ! 11K) (MeJ.I) .J=l,IW) 

WR I T E C3 ~ 502 ) 

. GO TO 157 
57 I TR=O 
.1..57.... _ N20 =19 . 
JGO=l 
\1RITE(3,502) 
502 FORMATC'l') 
.CALL CHEN1 
58 DC 70 1=1 d\>J 
____ DO .. 70 J=l, IH 
70 /112 ( I • J ) =M! I • J ) 
. DO 15 J=2. IH2 
CALL DATSW(5,KGO) 
.GO TO (4289430).KGO 
420 CALL CHEN2!IW,IH) 
__ 430 IF(J-3)429.300t429 
300 DO 115 l=l?IW 
115 M(I.IH1)=!M'I,2)-M(I.1»+M(I,IH2) 
429 IF!J-4)329~330,329 
.330 DO 331 I=l,IW 

331 M(I,IH)=M(I,31-M(I.2)+M(I.IH1) 

_32.9._DO 15. I=l,IW._. .... .'______ .. 
NUf-4E L= I *' 100 +J 
K=O 
59 K=K+1 
IF(MMCK,1'-9999)60.62.62 
60 IrCMM(K91)-NUMEL)59.61.59 
__61._LAW=Mtv1 CK, 2 L __..... 
GO TO 63 
...62. LA \'J= 1 
63 IF( 5-LAW) 8.64.64 
_.. _6.4... GO TO n,-2 93.4.5) t LAW ..j::'" 
\t.I1 18=MCI.J+ll 

101 I A =M ( 1-1 • J ) 

(=M(!+l.J) 
I 0 =f.l( I >I J -1 ) 
M(I,J)=«(!A+IB+ (+lD)/4)+« C-IA)/(8*tI-l))+.5 
----2--GO"f0 15 -.. - -- .. -, ---.-. 
~ 	 ! 8;;;0 
---,-GO TO. 101----.-----_·-,.,---,-,-· ",---.--,-.-----,-,.---,,­
4 I B:: M ( ! t J+ 1 ) 
... - - ........ - - - ( ::: i'-i ( ! -(0 1 "J ) ." 
! D=j-1 ( I il J .. 1 ) 
-- . --- .. ---M ( I I> J ) :.; ( ( 4-:;-C+ I B+ I D )/6. ) +.5· 
GO TO 15 
-···,---·5- -A=M ( 1-1 , J ) _.._- . 
I B=M ( I 0 J+ 1 ) 
I D=M( I ,J-l) 

M(I,J)~«(2~ A+IB+IDi/4 o )+.5 

- .. --..... GO TO 15 
6 M(hJ):.: AC-:.rJ'v\(I,J-l)+e5 
---.---.".-.. GO TO 15 
7 M(hJ):.: AC:,,-M (1-1,J H-.5 
GO "10 15 
8 	 r SUB::: LA ~J-5 
N~'JLAW:::!CON( ISUB) 
AC=CONTB( ISU89U 
BC:::CON"iB( ISUB,2) 
GO 	 TO (11910,9912,6,7),NWLAW 
C******~***~*******leo 
9 	 r A=~"H !-1 ?J) 

rB=M( 1-2,J). 

GO TO 13 

__C:~_~«:..'>t~~~j;~_";~ "~:"~;';' .;:. ~;,~: ..~~ ·X":~. ~~.~~.* ~._.90 ___, __ .____,~..__.. 
10 	 IA:.:M(I,J+1) 

IB=N( hJ+2) . '.,. 

GO TO 13 

C****************** 0 	 +­
..j::­11 	 IA=M(I+1tJ) 
----1 B=M ( 1+2 9J) .-----­

GO TO 13 

C****~***********.* 270 

12 I ,\=,"j ( I ~ .J-1 ) 

IB==M{I9J-2) 

13 M(IiJ)=(IA*AC-IB*BC )+.5 

-._-.--.. 15 .CONT I NUt:: ......... . 

ITR=ITR+l 
. DO :;'0 1=1 di'J 

30M ( r , 1 ) == /Vi ( I ~ I H 2 ) -r·1( I • I H 1) +M ( I • 2 ) 

N20::N20+1 

IF(N20-20J36~35,36 
3 5 . " 	 ~... Rr T E (3 ,5a5 ) I T R 

CALL' CHEN2(IW,IH) 

i~ 2 0=0 

36 	 DO 20 I=loI\'J 
-uO 20 J=2;.IH2 
IF U-1(I ,J)-M2( ItJ) )25.20925 
___.....;.O_CONT I NUE 
t<1R r T E (:39 500 ) 
.500. FORf'.IAT( t THIS IS THE FINISHED MATRIX' L. 
JGO::2 
... GOTO 26 
25 CALL DATSW(l~NPRT) 
_.__.......GO TO. (26~23) 9NPRT 
26 WRITE(3,505)ITR 
505 FORMAT(SOXiITERATION '15.1/) 
CAL L CH EN 2 ( I \1 11 I H ) 
_.2e.CALL DATSl<J(6,IEND). 
GO TO (24.29),IEND 
24 	 . vIR ITS ~.·l· 1.:n·!.TR __ '> •.. ..: . 

DO 22 1=1 i>3S 

K=I+l 

22 WRITE(l'Kl(M(J,I),J=l.IW) 	 +:­
... 	 \.n\"RITE(3.50S) ITR· 
508 FORMAT(20X,!5' IS THE ITR. STORED FOR CONTINUATION RUN'II) 

-CALL CHEN2(IW.IH) 

GO TO 38 
29 GO TO C5S,271.JGO 

rf NCT=O 

~lR! T E (l ? 50 1> 

501 FORMAT(ISW 10 UP FOR PLOT.·) 

______ PAUSE -_- ----­
CALL DATSWC10.KPLOT) 
GO TO(170171),KPLOT 
170 CALL POPS(!W,!H) 
--- 71. CALl. XT RAP' HJ v LS TR ) 
CALl. CHEN2(IW,IH) 
:------- _. DO 200 .!:: 1,120 .. - ~-------- ___'__'_____ 
200 CALl. PASK8(16448.1E) 
.. DO 201 I::.: 1 t2 20 
201 CALL PASK8(1856.IE) 
_~ - . DO 250 J=l ~LSTR 
!Y::LSTR-J+l 
_~___ DO 250 1=1 9 I iv.. ________ ._ 
--_.. " _-----_ .._------ --....__ ._.'--_.._. -------.. -­
I x:: I'IJ-I +1 
CALL FI~L (!CON919b.-4032) 
Nur·1=M(iXil!Y) 
IFCNUM)202.204,203. 
202 NU:v\=-l*NUM 
. ~__.I CON' 1) =2 l ,6 l rO _ .. 
203 CALL MSIA'ICON~2,6,NUM90) 
.204 DO 205 rp::l~6 
205 CALL PASKS(!CONCIP),IE) 
..NCr=NCT..;.l 
rF(J-LSTR)207~206p206 . 
__ 20.6._..1 F..U - I W I 207, 20.3 ,208 .___________.___..__.. ___.___ 
207 CALL PASKS (2745bJIE) 
.;:­20S IF(NCT-9)250,209,209._ 0'\ 
209 	 NCT=O 

CALL PASK8C3392.IE) 

CALL PASK8C9536,IE) . 

__250_ CON T ! NU E.. __.. __ .____.___ ._. _______ . _. 
DO 251 !=1?2~'0 
___ .. _25.1 CALL PASK8 (16448 tIE) 
v/RI Ti:: (1.509) 
.... 50.9 FORt4AT(lSW 2 UP (ALL EXIT'I.'. DOWN NEWSHEN JOSt/) 
PAUSE 
___ ... _. CALL DA TSL-J ( 2 9 NGO) .._....___ .. __. 
GO TO (38,57).NGO 
__ ...38 CALL .. EXIT ..... _. 
END 
..j / 	 DUP. _..... _. 
*STORE WS UA SHEN 

-------.--~. ,.,,---------------­~--.~--~-
II JOB 

II DUP 

';:-DELET E (HEN1 

j 1._ FOR 

*ONE WORD INTEGERS 

____.__ SUBF:OUTINE .. CHENl ..... 00 
COMMON M'17,36)?MM(250~2),ICON(40l.(ONTS(40.2) 
!;:l 20 
( READ IN TABLE OF POINT-LAW RELATiONS 9999 POI~T DENOTE END OF TA8LE 35 
__ .. "_.1 O. REA D (2 dOl) t..j;·1( I p 1 t. M M ( L,2 ) 45 
101 FORMAT (14912) 50 
IF(MMCI91l-9999) 15,20.15 55 
15 !=I+l 60 
GO TO 10 65 
( TABLE FILLED 
.-C--.- ..READIN LAW.- TABLE ... DUMMY. LAST .. CARD HAS 9 IN COL. 1 
70 
00 
20 CONTINUE 
---L·=·l ---­-------... -­ ..--........ -_ .............. -. ­.. ····05 . +:­......:J 
.60 READ (2.102) rCON(LhCONTB(L.lhCONTB(L.2) 10 
-----102···FORMAT (I1.2F£H4) 15 
IF (ICON(L)-9) 62.63.62 20 
~-----62 L=L+1 --. 25 
GO TO 60 30 
-·--··63·· CO NT I NUE "- . ·_··35 
C *********THIS SECTION READS IN 35 CARDS****EACH CARD INITIALIZES A 
. C -... _. HORIZONTAL ROW. TO THE VALUE IN COLllINNS 1-5 IN THE CARD 
CALL DATSW(4,IGO) 
-- ...... GO TO (70,80), IGO . 
. 70 DO 700 KA=1.35 
__ ..... READ(2.680) MLT _.. _.'.'.-_.'--­
680 FORMATCI6) 
. DO 700 KB=lt17 
700 M(KB,KA)=MLT 
-c-_. - ************ END OF lNITIALIZATION SECTION ~ "-. 
701 READ(2.103)IX.IY,INV 
____w _________._~.~~~ ______ ,_ _~ ____ • ____ • ___ _
--103-FORMAT (2I2t 16)....- ­
IFCIX-99)702.aO,702 

·702 M(IX.IY)=INV 

GO TO 701 

... 80.. RETURN ......... --. ".' 45 

END' '50 

-11-.DUP----- ...- ... __ . - .________..._____..... 
*STORE WS UA CHENl 

. II JOB. 

II DUP 

...*DELETE­ CHEN2 
II FOR 
JtONLWORD I NT EGERS -........ ... -- --_..-.. _-_ ..... 
SUBROUTINE CHEN2 (IX.IY) 00 
.__ .... _-_ ..Cm·1MON M(17.36) .MM' 250.2) • I CON' 40) .CONT (40.2) 
JACK=IY+l 
'-"~----- DO 50 J=l t I Y- .J::'" 
N=JACK-J 00 
___50.WRITE (3.10lL- (M(K.N~,K.l,IX~ 
101 FORMAT(lX,17(I5,2XlJ 
\'lRI TE (3, 102l. 70 
102 	 FORMAT(lHl,lXl 7:' 
RETURN ..... - 80· 
END 8~ 
-_II. DUP -.-0_'----, - ... _ 
*STORE WS UA CHEN2 
~ 
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404 
627 
907 
1251 
1642 
2062 
2497 
29 40 
3383 
3824 
425;
4688 
5109 
5522 
5925 
6317 
6697 
7064 
7415 
7748 
8063 
8359 
-2230 
-1913 
-1616 
-1344 
-1098 
-876 
-67')
-504 
-348 
-208 
-78 
50 
188 
3'il 
557 
831 
1193 
1604 
2042 
2467 
2937 
3385 
382942{'6 
4696 
5119 
5533 
5937 
6331 
6713 
7082 
7435 
7770 
8087 
8384 
-2199 
-1880 
-1581 
-1308 
-1062 
-843 
-650 
-480 
-331 
-201 
-83 
27 
142 
275 
449 
702 
1109 
1555 
2014 
2476 
2935 
3339 
3837 
4277 
4709 
5133 
55 49 
5955 
6351 
6736 
7107 
7463 
7801 
8120 
8419 
'-2159 
-1837 
-
15t12 1 
-1015 
-198 
- 09 
-446 
-306 
-187 
-85 
4 
69 
180 
293 
463 
1008 
1504 
1991 
2469 
2938 
3389 
3849 
4291 
4725 
5151 
5569 
5978 
63F67 5 
7139 
7499 
7841 
8163 
8465 
-21°9 
-1782 
-1477 
-1201 
-955 
-740 
-556 
-401 
-2l1
-1 5 
-80 
-12 
41 
a2 
113 
0 
969 
1470 
1979 
2472 
2949 
3413 
3866 
4309 
4745 
5173 
5593 
6005 
6408 
6800 
7179 
7544 
7891 
8218 
8523 
-2049 
..1716 
-1406 
-1126 
-8I9
_6 7 
-
489
-342
_224 
-It 
- 3
-16 
11 
8 
0 
0 
808 
1434 
1932 
2488 
2970 
3435 
3888 
4332 
4768 
5198 
5621 
6036 
6443 
6840 
722 5 
7597 
79518284 
8594 
-1979 
-1637 
-1319 
-1034 
-786 
-576 
-405 
-268 
-163 
-86 
-33 
-5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
839 
1474 2022 
2525 
3003 
3465 
3915 
4358 
4795 
5226 
5651 
6070 
6482 
6865 
7278 
7658 
8021 
8363 
8681 
-189;}
-1544 
-1216 
-923 
-6I1
_4 4 
-301 
-177 
-B8 
-27 
0 
0 
0 
0 
117 
511 
1058 
1593 
2099 
2581 
3047 
3501 
3947 
4387 
482 3 
5255 
5682 
6105 
6523 
6934 
7336 
7726 
8101 
8456 
8784 
-1808 
-1437 
-1093 
-769 
-531 
-
32 I
-II 
- 80 
0 
0 
0 
0 
154 
453 
823 
1264 
1726 
2169 
2646 
3096 
3540 
3980 . 
4417 
4851 
5284 
5714 
6141 
6565 
6985 
7398 
7801 
8192 
8563 
8907 
-1708 
-1315 
-949 
-626 
-358 
-157
_24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
141 
393 
691 
1038 
1430 
184l227 
2710 
3145 
35794012 
4446 
4879 
5312 
5744 
6176 
660t703 
7462 7882 
8292 
8685 
9051 
-1602 
..1179 
-780 
-428 
-141 
0 
0 
0 
0 
° 
° 96 
314 
568 
a60 
1191 
1556 
1945 
2351 
2767 
3189 
3614 
4042 
4472 
4904 
5337 
5772 6208 
6646 
7085 
7525 
7964 
8398 
8821 
922 0 
-1494 
-1031 
-584 
-188 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
27 
217 
438 
692 
979
12;}9
1648 
2020 
2410 
2813 
322 5 
3643 
4066 
4494 
49 25 
5359 
5796 
6236 
6681 
7130 
7584 
8043 
8506 
8969 
9416 
-1393
_880 
-3580 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
106 
.299 
521 
774 
1058 
1371 
1710 
2072 
2452 
2846 
3251 
3665 
4085 
4510 
4~40 
53751j814 
6258 
6708 
7165 
7632 
8112 
8(,07 
91RO 
9642 
-1317 
-750 
-114 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
152 
346 
569 
821 
1102 
1411 
1745
2102 
;:U 
3267 
3678 
4096 
4520 
4950 
53115 
582 5 
62]1
6725 
7188 
7664 
8160 
8683 
9250 
9886 
..1288 
-6'17 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
166 
361 
"34 
i'n6 
ni6 
14:>4 
17572112 
2465 
28 72 
3272 
3682 
4099 
4523 
4953 
5388 
582 9 
6276 
6731 
7196 
7675 
8177 
8712 
9303 
10000 
\.n
-
APPENDIX D. POTENTIAL DISTRI3UTlON (33-UNIT SPAOltlG) 
-1083 -1070 -1030 -960 -B55 
-707 ..504 ..234 0 
-763 -750 -709 -G35 ..S19 -347 _e9 0 0 
-496 -405 -449 -3B3 -276 ..116 0 0 0 
..275 -26B ..'46 -201 -121 0 0 0 0 
..176 ..176 
-173 ..16, _g2 -150 -131 -104 
-80 _BO _82 _fl4 -84 -B1 
-73 -56 -30 0 0 60 95
19 17 11 -1 -10 -20 -25 _21 6 0 

127 123 112 92 67 39 14 2 0 0 177 305 342 
~51 245 228 197 154 100 44 4 0 

398 391 3G9 320 264 172 66 0 !) 69 244 505 629 664 

576 5GB 544 499 422 278 0 0 0 306 408 618 

7116 779 75:: 724 674 614 592 492 509 640 767 938 1029 1056
1022 1017 1003 980 950 919 B98 B73 894 964 
127l 1274 1266 1252 1235 1220 1210 1200 1226 1333 1429 Uo6 1504 154 1544 1539 1531 1523 1517 1516 1522 1822 1818 1B12 IB14 IB38 11192 1944 1979 1990 

2380 2380 23B2 2391 2411 21,42 2471 2491 2498 

2939 2940 2944 2953 2968 2907 3004 3016 3020 

3493 3494 349B 3506 3517 3529 3540 3547 3550 

4042 4043 4047 4053 4061 4070 4077 4082 4084 

45B5 45B6 4590 4595 46Q2 4610 4616 5G20 4621 

5123 5124 512B 5134 5141 5149 5155 5159 51(0 

5655 5657 5662 5669 5678 5687 5695 5700 5702 
6100 6182 6189 6199 6212 6225 6236 6244 6246 
6694 66?7 6707 6722 6741 6]61 6779 (,792 6796 
7194 7159 7213 7235 7264 7295 7324 7346 7354 
7675 7682 7702 7734 7776 7824 7873 7911 7926 
B128 8137 8164 8209 8270 8344 8425 8495 8526 
8546 8557 8591 8649 B733 8842 0974 91 09 9186 VI 
8917 B930 8970 9040 9145 9293 9496 9766 . 10000 
I\) 
